CASE STUDY

A single solution to manage
Windows printing and SAP
application output
Telecommunications provider reduces
TCO and simplifies IT with LRS VPSX Enterprise.
A global telecommunications provider
was under great financial pressure to
reduce operating costs. Both their
procurement and internal global print
service department worked with an
external ser-vice provider to explore how
they could achieve maximum cost
savings. The ser-vice provider had
identified and proposed upgrading to a
new version of the existing workplace
print management solution. This would
enable serverless pull print, allowing the
customer to remove costly Windows print
servers from all key locations.
There was one issue with this proposed
cost saving solution; SAP printing was in
the mix. The service provider was not in
a position to remove the software used
to manage and control printing from SAP,
as they could not offer a suitable
replacement. The existing workplace
print management solution could not
manage printing from SAP applications.
Resolving this would require the
customer to set up a separate print
environment with a host of distributed
Linux servers — along with adding
significant resources and skills. There
would be complexity and costs involved
in supporting these two completely
separate print environments.

LRS offered a very simple solution to the
customer: establish one single global
platform to manage both print
environments. The service provider
recognized the cost saving opportunity
and provided the customer with a revised
operational cost model that replaced the
two existing, separate print solutions
with the LRS VPSX Enterprise solution.
In addition to managing both SAP and
Windows printing, the customer had
some other key requirements. For
example, the customer ran a highly
sensitive organization and
confidentiality was a top concern. They
wanted all print jobs to be submitted via
secure pull print, with all data traffic
being encrypted throughout the print
process.
They also needed to continue to print in
the event of a network outage, (which
was common for some of their office
locations). However, they wanted to do so
without maintaining a remote print server
infrastructure. LRS offered a capability
which allowed printing to continue during
network outages, and required no print
servers at the remote site.

AT A GLANCE
The Company
The customer is a global leader in
delivering ICT solutions.
40% of the world’s mobile traffic
is carried over its networks. They
have over 100,000 employees and
customers in over 180 countries.
They provide comprehensive
industry solutions ranging
from cloud services and mobile
broadband to network design and
optimization.
The Industry
ICT/Telecommunications
The Requirements
TCO reduction
The Solution
VPSX Enterprise, MFPsecure/
Print, Mobile Connector, Innovate
/ Audit, VPSX/ OutputManager,
VPSX Global Fonts, Transform
OTF > PCL.
The Benefit
A single solution for both
Windows and SAP printing. 23%
TCO reduction for printing. Zero
downtime.

CASE STUDY
The LRS offering was chosen after it
demonstrated it could support both
Windows and SAP application printing.
Detailed pre-implementation project
documents for both the Windows and
SAP environments provided the foundation for creating the project and its
delivery activities.

LRS worked closely with the service
provider to establish an off-site print
management capability with a single
point of contact. This configuration is
able to fully support the customer’s
global operations 24/7/365, including
the tight SLA’s required for business-critical SAP print.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
Best in class, device vendor-agnostic Managed Print Infrastructure.
Centralized end-to end management of all print requirements.
Consolidation of print environment footprint across all components (HW, SW,
Opera-tions etc.) leading to significant TCO reduction (23%).
Flexibility in choosing multiple vendors, as required, to benefit technical requirements
and geographical location limitations.
Single point of contact for end users.
Speed of transformation and limited end user impact.
Replace two existing print management solutions by a single solution.

KEY DELIVERABLES
Server-less pull print and centralized management of all Windows print queues.
Centralized SAP print delivery and print queue management. Automated monitoring
of critical events.

AT A GLANCE
Why Change?
The customer’s main purpose
was TCO reduction by switching
to a single solution provider that
would also be able to manage
SAP output.
Why Now?
The managed services contract
was about to expire and most of
the customer’s existing printers
were soon to be out of support.
Why LRS?
Including LRS meant that the
service provider could reduce
their service delivery cost and
provide an improved end-user
experience. For the customer
the biggest value was that
the solution is able to manage
printing from both Windows
and SAP.
In addition, LRS provided
detailed pre-implementation
project documents for both
Windows and SAP which served
as the foundation for the
required project creation and
delivery activities.

SAP pull print enablement and general mobility enablement.
Encryption of print jobs ‘in motion’.

Global enterprise wide usage reporting, accounting and audit.

Learn how LRS solutions can add value to your print services offering.
Visit LRSOutputManagement.com to learn more.

www.LRSOutputManagement.com
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